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when network status seems to be fine, the perception of
the user about the running applications depends of several
factors.
Software quality perception and Quality of Experience
has been already studied [6], [7], but normally they tackle
the perception of quality of the complete application, including factors controlled by the programmer. However, few
works [8], [9], [10] address the perceived quality of aspects
beyond the application such as the internet connectivity
status. In this case they study the phenomenon in desktop/portable computers, while we are interested in analysing
mobile internet QoS and QoE in smart phones.
Regarding mobile network status, we have stated the
need of specialised techniques to measure mobile internet
services [11]. This is because the algorithms used for the
standard metrics rely on actively testing the connection, consuming data from usually limited plans. We have developed
a passive monitor, Adkintun mobile2 , which gathers information from Chilean companies. The information collected
so far has given us a good approximation to the network
state in respect of the quality of the link between terminal
and antenna, but it misses events which occur in high-level
APIs.
With all the projected data collected we can help to
improve how mobile software can react to changes on the
network quality and even on the perception of the user of
the network quality.
In order to achieve this goal, we propose our design and
future work towards an architecture which uses network and
perception metrics to contextualise the running application.
It will allow mobile applications to adapt themselves on
faulty network conditions and enhance the user experience.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section II
we describe what kind of perception metrics we need to
measure. In Section III we present our requirement and
challenges to measure mobile internet quality on mobile
devices. Then in Section IV we propose an architecture
which gathers and process the metrics to obtain statistics and
provide information to the application. Finally in Section V
we present our further work planning.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
There is no doubt that mobile devices, such as tablets and
smart phones, are taking over the preferences of domestic
and corporate users. In 2011 smart phones sales surpassed
desktop PC sales [1] and hence the need for mobile internet
connectivity [2], [3]. This explosive growth was triggered by
the advent of modern mobile operative systems such as Apple iOS and Google Android which made smart phones more
attractive and accessible to customers. In October 2012 both
Apple and Google claimed they have about 700.000 active
applications available in their stores1 . These facts show how
software developers are now more attracted to target mobile
devices. In fact, mobile software has the possibility to take
advantage of permanent internet connection and additional
information such as location, device orientation and user
profiling to offer a better user experience, or Quality of
Experience (QoE). We understand Quality of Experience as
a person’s perceptions and responses that result from the
use or anticipated use of a product, system or service [4].
Internet connectivity is a key element to deliver responsive
mobile software, hence good QoE. When mobile internet
connection is faulty internet-dependent software becomes
faulty, lowering the perception of quality, specially in applications in which online data access is their main feature [5].
Even though mobile operative systems can tell applications
when they are connected or not, they lack of ways to warn
applications about overloaded or faulty networks. And even
1 http://www.businessweek.com/news/2012-10-29/
google-says-700-000-applications-available-for-android-devices
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II. Q UALITY PERCEPTION OF NETWORK STATE

III. M EASURING MOBILE NETWORKS
Several techniques exist to determine the network
state [14], [15], [16]. Most of them consider actively using
the machine’s communication facilities API or access to nonpublic information to perform measurement tasks contacting
external servers. We have previously stated [11] we cannot
rely in such techniques since mobile internet plans provide
a limited number of megabytes before the connection limits
its speed or more expensive per-session fees are charged to
the user’s account.
For this task we have developed Adkintun mobile, a passive monitor which runs on Android devices. This monitor
collects information about the connected cellular antennas,
type of connection and average download/upload speed rates
from over 200 volunteers in Chile. Statistics will be available
during the first quarter of 2013. This approach allows us to
measure the network state according to the quality of the
connection to the cellular antennas. It also avoids consuming
bytes from the mobile internet plan since the information
is gathered offline and stored in the phone until a WiFi
connection is found and used to transmit the information.
Although we have successfully obtained the information
from Android devices, in other platforms we have found
limitations in the API permissions to access low-level mobile
network information. In addition, we are not measuring
high-level network status since we measure global device
statistics and we cannot observe other application’s network
connections in a legit way.
Given the current limitations and needs, we have to define
new techniques to measure network status with the inherent
limitations of mobile devices.

Mobile software is usually intended for end-users. So in
addition to be functional and efficient, it has to be always
responsive in order to be it attractive and frustration-free for
the user. Research has been done in the field of Quality of
Experience [12] in order to help to develop usable software.
This helps designers and programmers provide better ways
to show information and interact correctly with the user.
Research normally focuses in analysing an improving
user interactions at development time. That is, gathering
information at design phases to determine the best user
interfaces and interactions. It is also possible to collect
usage information from running instances, however they are
usually used only to enhance subsequent versions.
We propose to employ the runtime user interactions to
reveal software quality metrics. In particular we are interested in discover user discomfort produced by faulty mobile
internet connection. This is because there is a relationship
between Quality of Experience and Quality of Service [5],
[9]. For instance, when user repeatedly presses the reload
button it can mean the application is not receiving information at the usual pace and it should perform adaptations
to make the view more responsive. Adaptations can be
conducted in different ways, showing more information
or explaining the possible problems, adjusting terminal’s
settings, or even switching to more lightweight algorithms
to deliver the important information as quickly as possible
by degrading other functions.
In order to better understand and measure the user’s
discomfort regarding the network state we need to perform
a number of tasks. First, we need to study how a faulty
network can affect the responsiveness of the final application. We first propose to study the OSI model [13]. We
want to examine each one of the OSI layers to determine
how each one of them can impact the perceived software
quality, for instance because of high latency, slow start-up
or slow transfers. This study will guide us to better link
how network issues affect how users perceive the software’s
responsiveness.
We target to develop a perception model to allow us
collect information about the runtime interactions and determine when applications need to optimise themselves to
provide better user experience. This model should define
several metrics to measure user perception of quality and
they need to be designed in such ways they will reveal
network issues and not other source of problems. We also
need to propose a methodology to measure interactions,
and possibly define a domain-specific language to define
observation points. Finally we need to design how this model
will represent and transmit the information given we target
to mobile devices, which are limited in terms of battery life,
storage capacity and network usage.

A. Semi-active measuring
In order to obtain more metrics of the network’s state we
need to define a technique to gather relevant information
about high-level network status. For this approach we have
the following constrains:
No standalone application : The user should not be forced
to open a specialised application to measure its internet
quality.
Authorised APIs : The implementation must be accepted
in official marketplaces.
Small fingerprint : The data must be gathered from the
interaction of applications with the network APIs and
not from traffic generated by measure algorithms.
Given the constraints listed above, we propose to add
a layer on top of the network APIs in order to provide
networking services and also gather statistics about the
quality of the internet connection. The information obtained,
as in the passive monitor, is sent to the central server only
when the application is connected to a WiFi interface, thus
avoiding the use of the mobile internet plan. We will adapt
classic metrics such as speed testing, dns lookup time, and
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latency to perform them with minimun impact in the mobile
terminals. We also plan to add other metrics such as network
errors and repetitive network switching to our metrics set.
We consider that all gathered information is also interesting to the application using this layer, since it can use the
network’s state data to implement algorithms to cope with
poor connectivity scenarios, hence proving a more graceful
degradation of its services. In order to allow this kind of
adaptation we need an architecture to be able to manage
all the gathered information to correctly infer the state of
the connection. Then we need to reveal in consistent and
coordinated means the state of the network to the running
application to let it properly adapt itself. We discuss in the
next section an architecture which integrates our metrics and
how can be used to develop such kind of adaptations.

context provider to allow it expose the current state of the
network to the running application.
C. Context provider
This module acts as a receiver of all the sensed information and it is in charge of processing and inferring
relevant data to determine what is the state of the network.
This layer also has to implement correct means to reveal
the information to the running application. This can be
performed by different means and further research is needed
to determine which is the best way to represent it.
Once we can determine and reveal the current network
state, the application should be able to react to that state.
This can be done by different means, from very basic
strategies to more elaborated and modern techniques. We
describe some approaches in the next subsection.

IV. A N ARCHITECTURE TO ENHANCE MOBILE USER

D. Runtime adaptations

EXPERIENCE

In the previous sections we have discussed our goals to
measure both network and perception metrics related to
the network-related user experience. We now present an
architecture to integrate all the gathered information. In
order to provide relevant context to the running application
we define the schema shown in Figure 1. This is divided
in four main modules: network sensor, perception sensor,
context provider and runtime adaptations.
Network

Given that applications are aware about the network state,
they can adapt themselves to better perform on different
conditions. The most basic approach is using if-statements to
determine the state in a given time and perform accordingly,
however this is discouraged since this will pollute the
running code with adaptation conditions.
Traditional object-oriented techniques such as the strategy
pattern allow to modularise the different implementations
in separated components, but they still need to introduce
conditions to setup the adaptable sections.
Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) [17] is proposed to
modularise crosscutting concerns. Its pointcut-advice model
allows the programmer define points in the code which are
intercepted and can manipulate their behaviour at runtime. A
drawback for runtime adaptations is that AOP separates the
different variation of the algorithms in separated modules
(aspects), even when adaptations are in fact part of the main
features.
Context-oriented programming (COP) [18] is another
paradigm to allow applications to perform runtime adaptations. COP considers context-oriented adaptations as part
of the main application concerns and define that adaptation
constructs in the same module. Then, in runtime the application will dynamically select the best implementation
regarding the current context. Implementation of COP in
mobile languages include ContextJ [19], Flute [20] and
Subjective-C [21].

User
interactions

ADK Network

ADK Perception
Context provider

Runtime adaptations

Figure 1.

Application logic

Architecture to enhance mobile use experience

A. Perception sensor
This sensor, defined in Section II is in charge to measure
and manage the metrics of user perception of the quality
of the network connection. This information is sent to the
context provider which also receives data from the network
sensor.

V. C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

B. Network sensor

Mobile software development raises concerns not found
in desktop and server computing: limited resources, an ever
changing environment, need for personalised experience and
demand of reliable and constant internet connection. Mobile
software is a market which getting more attractive every
year and hence the need to cope with these new challenges
to provide better applications.

We have defined in Section III the need for mobile device
oriented network metrics. This module should implement
those metrics, which are optimised for mobile devices. In
this case, act as a networking layer, which in addition
to provide connectivity with external hosts, it will gather
statistics of active connections. All this data is sent to the
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We propose an architecture which would help users and
developers to improve the services provided by mobile
application in regard to the mobile network quality. In one
hand, we gather information about the connection quality
associated with its location by using network and perception
metrics. In the other hand we can provide the running
application with valuable information to allow them adapt
and improve how it interacts with the user.
We plan to follow this research splitting it in 3 aspects:
1) User’s quality perception metrics for mobile internet.
2) Mobile internet quality metrics.
3) Network state and QoE context provider.
State of the art runtime adaptation mechanisms will be used
in running examples, but their study is out of the scope of
our research objectives.
Further publications will be focused in each one of
our aspects separately with the main goal of obtaining a
system to allow applications to self-adapt in face of different
network conditions.
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